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India is a very large country and delightfully blessed by the several wonderful tourist spots scattered
all around. Large numbers of travelers from all around the globe come to India every year to enjoy
their vacations. The country has right tourist potentials to lure the travelers and compel them to visit
it again and again. It is bursting with several popular hill resorts, pilgrimage sights, world heritage
sites, wildlife destinations, adventures tourism spots, backwaters, beaches and much more. So the
holidays in India are totally worth visit and enjoying, it entertains all the travelers with its wide range
of remarkable tourist attractions and make their visit memorable.                     

	

First of all have a look of some popular tourist options of North India.  In upper-northern region great
Himalayan Mountains is placed like a crown, it is really very grand mountain range and spread
seven states in India except other countries. There are several scenic hill resorts are located in
surroundings of Himalayan like as Srinagar, Gulmarg, Shimla, Kullu and Manali Holidays,
Dehradun, etc. Apart form these popular hill towns, Rajasthan is a very famous tourists state located
in the middle north part of the country.  The state is worldwide famous for its architectural beauty
and rich culture and tradition. There are several wonderful forts and palaces are scattered in
numerous cities of Rajasthan. Some most popular are the Hawa-Mahal, Amber Fort and City Palace
in Jaipur, Umaid Bhawan Palace and Jag Mandir in Udaipur, Golden Fort in Jaisalmer. Except
monuments, seasonal fairs and festivals also grab the attentions of cultural enthusiast from all over
the world.     

In south India, Kerala is the most popular tourist destination. It is well-known for its virgin natural
beauty all around the world. The state is also regarded as the home of some fantastic beaches and
backwater destinations. There are several pleasing beaches are present in Kerala like Kovalam,
Cherai, Varkala, Thanagasseri, etc. Besides beaches, backwater destinations also attract travelers
form all around the world. Here tourist can enjoy the romantic houseboat sail over the tranquil
backwaters. Alleppey and Kumarakom are the most popular backwater back water spots. Kerala
Holidays also offer chance to visit the most famous hill station of South India that is Munnar, this a
very beautiful and tranquil place surrounded by the lush green hill peaks. Low flying clouds,
beautiful hill peaks and tea gardens add more charms to this hill town and make it as a wonderful
holiday hill resort. 

There are several other equally attractive and popular options are also available in country for
enjoying India Holidays like as Goa beaches, caves of Ajanta and Ellora, wonderful wildlife
destinations, etc. So if you want to completely enjoy your vacations plan a tour of incredible Indian
country and explore some of its outstanding destinations according to the interest.                          
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Hari Shankar is an expert writer primarily focusing on travel & tourism related topics. He has written
many articles on Kerala Holidaysand India Holidays. Currently he is rendering his services to a
prominent travel company in India. For more information, please visit on this site â€“
www.holidays4india.org
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